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We investigate a bilayer system of critical HgTe quantum wells, each featuring a spin-degenerate pair of
massless Dirac fermions. In the presence of an electrostatic interlayer Coulomb coupling, we determine the
exciton condensate order parameter of the system self-consistently. Calculating the bulk topological Z2
invariant of the resulting mean-field Hamiltonian, we discover a novel time reversal symmetric topological
exciton condensate state, coined the helical topological exciton condensate. We argue that this phase can
exist for experimentally relevant parameters. Interestingly, due to its multiband nature, the present bilayer
model exhibits a nontrivial interplay between spontaneous symmetry breaking and topology: Depending on
which symmetry the condensate order parameter spontaneously picks in combined orbital and spin space,
stable minima in the free energy corresponding to both trivial and nontrivial gapped states can be found.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.146405
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Introduction.—Motivated by the theoretical prediction
[1–3] and experimental observation [4] of the time reversal
symmetric quantum spin Hall (QSH) state in HgTe quantum wells (QWs), the study of topological states of matter
(TSM) which can be understood on the basis of quadratic
translation invariant Hamiltonians has been among the
most rapidly growing research fields in physics in recent
years [5–7]. The historically first TSM in this sense is the
quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state [8], a lattice version
of the integer quantum Hall effect [9–11]. An exhaustive
classification of all possible TSM in the ten AltlandZirnbauer (AZ) symmetry classes [12] of insulators and
mean-field superconductors has been achieved by different
means in Refs. [13–15]. In some analogy to the condensation of Cooper pairs in a superconductor (SC), attractive
interaction between electrons and holes in crystals can lead
to macroscopically coherent quantum phenomena, relating
to the formation of an exciton condensate (EC) [16–18].
However, from a viewpoint of topological classification,
there is a crucial difference between SCs and ECs: While
the Nambu description of a SC leads to an algebraic
constraint that can formally be viewed as a particle-hole
symmetry, the mean-field Hamiltonian of an EC has the
form of an ordinary particle number conserving insulator.
From a more practical point of view, bilayer semiconductor nanostructures are, in principle, ideally suited
for the formation of an EC [19]. The reason is that, in these
systems, long exciton lifetimes are expected since the
spatial separation of particles and holes (which are paired
to form indirect excitons [19,20]) is particularly suitable for
minimizing detrimental interband processes [21]. Two
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phenomena relating to the formation of ECs are commonly
distinguished in the literature [19]. On the one hand, bilayer
systems have been employed to study the condensation of
indirect excitons rooted in the separation of an optically
pumped electron-hole plasma. On the other hand, an
(equilibrium) excitonic insulator phase can be realized
[22] where the spontaneous instability towards electronhole pairing gives rise to a gapped spectrum, accompanied
by an electronic longitudinal sound wave excitation mode.
Here, we are concerned with the latter excitonic insulator
class of ECs.
It is fair to say that conclusive evidence of an EC in a
bilayer quantum well system is still elusive, although
promising experimental observations, in particular, in the
quantum Hall regime, have been made in the past 20 years
[23–29].
Recent research directions in the field of ECs in bilayer
Dirac systems include the study of bilayer graphene
[30–33], interfacing surfaces of three-dimensional (3D)
topological insulators (TIs) [34–38], and double quantum
wells embedded in semiconductor heterostructures with
strong spin-orbit interaction [39,40]. An overview of the
experimental state of the field is provided by Refs. [20,41].
Pioneering work towards devising a topologically nontrivial EC has been reported in Ref. [34], employing two
layers of surface states of 3D TIs [42–44]. Each of these
surface states consists of a single Dirac cone with a chiral
spin structure that is chosen opposite for the two layers.
Such a chiral Dirac cone along with the exciton induced
gap brings about half of the k-space winding needed for a
QAH state with a nonvanishing Chern number [11]. Since
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the QAH state relies on the breaking of time reversal
symmetry (TRS), this winding cannot be completed by
taking into account the higher energy modes of the TRS
preserving 3D TI state [36]. Hence, when considering a full
translation invariant model of the 3D TI, the total k-space
topology of the EC becomes trivial. To cure this issue, a
TRS breaking extension of the model reported in Ref. [34]
that relies on the coupling to a ferromagnetic layer has been
presented and identified as a topological exciton condensate in the QAH universality class [35,36,40], i.e., in the AZ
class A in 2D. Like the QAH state, the topological exciton
condensate is characterized by its first Chern number. The
experimental realization of such a magnetically insulating
phase is very challenging. This is also reflected in the fact
that the first experimental signatures of the QAH state have
only been reported very recently [45], although the QAH
state is seemingly the conceptually simplest TSM.
Main results.—In this Letter, we report the discovery of a
novel time reversal symmetric topological exciton condensate state in a system of two coupled HgTe quantum
wells (CQWs)—the helical topological exciton condensate
(HTEC) (see Fig. 1 for a schematic). In a single HgTe QW
with a finite inverted band gap, the QSH phase has been
theoretically predicted [3] and experimentally discovered
[4]. In contrast, in our setting, the single-particle spectrum
of each of the quantum wells features a spin-degenerate pair
of massless Dirac cones. The coupling between the
quantum wells is only due to electrostatic Coulomb
interaction. In formal analogy to the insulating QSH phase,
the HTEC is characterized by a nontrivial Z2 topological
invariant [2,49,50], but the presence of a gap is solely due
to the formation of an EC. Solving the self-consistent
mean-field equations for the CQWs, we observe an
intriguing interplay between spontaneous symmetry breaking and the topological state of the system rooted in its
multiorbital nature. More precisely, we find stable selfconsistent solutions for both trivial and nontrivial values of
the topological Z2 invariant, depending on the matrix

structure of the order parameter in combined spin and
orbital space. Interestingly, the ordinary Dirac mass parameter M in the individual layers competes with the EC gap.
The former can be experimentally tuned by changing the
thickness of the layers away from the critical thickness of
dc ¼ 6.4 nm [3,4]. This provides a knob to change the
topological phase of the system. We argue that the
parameter regime we investigate is in the right ballpark
for state of the art experiments on HgTe quantum wells. In a
ribbon geometry, the HTEC is shown to feature gapless
helical edge states.
Model for the HTEC.—The low energy sector of a single
massless (M ¼ 0) HgTe QW is described by the BernevigHughes-Zhang (BHZ) model [3]:
HBHZ ðkÞ ¼ Akx σ x sz þ ðAky σ y − Bk2 σ z − Dk2 σ z Þs0 ; (1)
with σ and s denoting the Pauli matrices associated with the
band pseudospin and the real-spin degrees of freedom,
respectively. Importantly, massless HgTe QWs have
already been experimentally realized [46]. Starting from
this model Hamiltonian (1) for the individual quantum
wells, we now consider a CQW system. The separation t
between the two QWs is assumed to be sufficiently large to
exclude single-particle tunneling, which is detrimental for
the formation of an EC. The dependence of tunneling
matrix elements on t has been microscopically analyzed for
this system in Ref. [47]. Thus, the EC in the CQW is
described, up to an overall constant, by the following meanfield Hamiltonian [48]:
X †
ĤMF ¼
(2)
Ψ̂k HðkÞΨ̂k ;
k

HðkÞ ¼ τ0 HBHZ ðkÞ −
with
ðE ;↑Þ

the

spinor

ðE ;↓Þ

ðE1 ;↑Þ

Ψ̂ ¼ ðâk

ðH ;↑Þ

V
τ þ HI ðkÞ;
2 z
ðE1 ;↓Þ

; âk

ðH1 ;↑Þ

; âk

(3)
ðH 1 ;↓Þ

; âk

;

ðH ;↓Þ

b̂k 1 ; b̂k 1 ; b̂k 1 ; b̂k 1 Þ, where â and b̂ are the
annihilation operators for the electron and hole layers,
respectively. We also introduce τ, the Pauli matrices in
the electron-hole (or layer) pseudospin space, and the
interlayer potential bias V, tunable by gating the
CQW structure. The coupling between the layers is then
described by
X
½HI ðkÞα;β ¼
V jk−k0 j hΨ̂†k ðαÞΨ̂k ðβÞi;
(4)
k0

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of a bilayer HgTe system with
spatially separated two-dimensional electron and hole gases.
Electrostatic coupling of the layers (indicated by double arrows)
leads to electron-hole pairing between the layers (indicated by
orange strips). Under certain circumstances, specified in the text,
a topologically nontrivial EC phase emerges. The bilayer system
can be externally tuned through an interlayer potential bias V.

hΨ̂†k ðβÞΨ̂k ðαÞi ¼

8
X

ðiÞ

½U† i;β ½Uα;i fðEk Þ;

(5)

i

with α ∈ ½1; 4 and β ∈ ½5; 8, or the other way around (only
pairing interaction terms), with the Coulomb interlayer
interaction V q ¼ ð2πe2 =ϵqÞe−qt and the effective dielectric
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where U i is the mean-field pairing potential with matrix
structure Di . Di is one of the 16 linearly independent
matrices that are off diagonal in the layer pseudospin
(containing τx or τy ) and commute with the time reversal
operator T ¼ iτ0 σ 0 sy K, with K denoting the complex
conjugation.
Topological classification and results.—Within this
space of 16 real parameters, we determine the order
parameter self-consistently and characterize the resulting
mean-field band structure topologically. The present twodimensional model system obeys TRS with T 2 ¼ −1 and is
thus in the AZ class AII. It is hence characterized by the Z2
invariant V ¼ 0; 1 [2,49,50], which we calculate by
employing the manifestly gauge invariant method due to
Prodan [50]. This method uses the gauge invariant adiabatic
connection introduced by Kato [51] and provides a numerically straightforward recipe for the calculation of V in the
absence of any additional symmetry.
In Table I, we summarize the possible EC phases
resulting from our mean-field calculation for an interwell
potential bias V ¼ 0 and a background screening constant
ϵ ¼ 5. Depending on the initial seed, we self-consistently
observe the establishment of either one or two coexisting
species of order parameters of the form D ¼ τi σ j sk
(denoted by ijk in Table I) that determine the nature of
the EC. In Table I, we list all the possible matrix structures
of the order parameter ijk which lead to self-consistent
gapped EC phases together with the strength of the selfconsistent pairing potential U, the size of the energy gap, as
well as the topological invariant V ¼ 0, 1, where V ¼ 1
characterizes the nontrivial HTEC phase. Pairs of

U (meV)

Gap (meV)

V

xz0
yzz

2.27

4.55

1

yxx
yxy

2.40

4.80

0

compatible allowed order parameter structures (for example, xz0 and yzz), which differ only in their spin part, are
grouped together because they realize ECs of identical
topological properties with the same EC gap. This behavior
is related to the spin degeneracy of the underlying BHZ
model. We choose this value of ϵ to demonstrate that the EC
gap would be quite large (several meV) even in the case
V ¼ 0, if a spacing layer with such a low dielectric constant
could be experimentally realized. Therefore, it is desirable
to find a rather small ϵ material as a spacing layer. However,
for current experiments on HgTe QWs, CdTe with ϵ ¼ 10 is
used as a spacing layer.
In Fig. 2(a), we analyze the full V dependence of the EC
gap of the nontrivial HTEC phase with the pairing structure
xz0, for the more realistic choice ϵ ¼ 10. Curves are
presented, corresponding to different values of the Dirac
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TABLE I. Left column: Matrix structure of order parameter
D ¼ τi σ j sk realizing an EC phase, denoted by ijk. Central left
column: Self-consistent value of the pairing field. Central right
column: Self-consistent value of the EC gap. Right column: Value
of the topological Z2 invariant V. A ¼ 250 meV nm,
B ¼ −1000 meV nm2 , D ¼ M ¼ 0, and ϵ ¼ 5.

Gap (meV)

constant ϵ. U is the unitary transformation that diagonalizes
H, while fðEÞ accounts for the Fermi-Dirac occupation of
ðiÞ
the quasiparticle eigenstate Ek . We focus on s-wave
pairing; i.e., we assume the order parameter, and hence
HI , to have an isotropic k dependence. Additionally, we
neglect the intralayer Coulomb interactions because they
are not essential for the formation of the EC.
The main conceptual advantage of our present model
compared to the 3D TI setup reported in Ref. [34] is that the
chiral winding of the surface Dirac cones is now in band
pseudospin space instead of real-spin space. Therefore, the
combination of band bending at higher energies and an
exciton condensate induced gap can complete this winding
to a topologically nontrivial band structure even in the
presence of TRS.
Starting from an initial seed for HI ðkÞ, we calculate the
self-consistent solution for the EC order parameter
½HI ðkÞα;β appearing in Eq. (4), which can be
decomposed as
HI ðkÞ ¼
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Gap of the HTEC phase xz0 as a
function of the interwell potential bias V for ϵ ¼ 10 at zero
temperature for different values of A and D=B. M ¼ 0 and
B ¼ −1000 meV nm2 . In (b) and (c), we closely analyze the case
in which A ¼ 250 meV nm, V ¼ 7.5 meV, and D=B ¼ 0.5, with
B ¼ −1000 meV nm2 . (b) Gap of the HTEC phase xz0 as a
function of the temperature for M ¼ 0. (c) Gap of the HTEC
phase xz0 as a function of the Dirac masses M ¼ M 0 of electron
and hole layers.
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term A and of the particle-hole symmetry breaking term D
in the BHZ model, while keeping fixed the parameter
B ¼ −1000 meV nm2 . In a purely Dirac system
(B ¼ D ¼ 0), we can define an effective fine-structure
constant α ¼ e2 =ðϵAÞ that determines the importance of
Coulomb interactions [52]. Hence, the smaller the parameter A, the more important are Coulomb interactions. This
trend still applies to some extent to the BHZ model whose
screening properties have recently been analyzed within
random phase approximation [53]. Therefore, the increase
of the EC gap with increasing α can be understood from this
perspective; cf. Fig. 2(a). This figure illustrates that, for a
particle-hole symmetric spectrum D ¼ 0, the EC gap
monotonically increases with V because the density of
electron and hole states that interact with each other also
monotonically increases. At the next level of complication,
a finite D parameter leads to a mismatch of electron and
hole Fermi surfaces due to the band bending terms in the
BHZ model, which becomes significant for wave vectors
on the order of A=ðB þ DÞ, eventually leading to the
suppression of interwell coherence. Indeed, for a fixed A
parameter, finite D curves perfectly follow the D ¼ 0 one
for sufficiently small V, but coherence suddenly disappears
at a cutoff V c , which is a monotonic decreasing function of
D=B. We note that realistic values for the A parameters may
depend upon the QW thickness as well as on the chemical
composition of the spacing material between the two HgTe
QWs. A small A parameter is beneficial to the observation
of an EC phase in this system. In the literature, the
estimates for the A parameter vary in a range between
250 and 400 meV nm, for which the maximal expected EC
gap value varies from about 1 to 0.1 meV, respectively.
Hence, the predicted phenomenon could be within reach of
state of the art experiments on HgTe quantum wells. In
Fig. 2(b), we show the temperature dependence of the
mean-field EC energy gap for A ¼ 250 meV and D=B ¼
0.5 at V ¼ 7.5 meV. The HTEC phase is seen to be stable
up to 2 K. Therefore, we conclude that it may be feasible to
see this phase in low-temperature experiments. In Fig. 2(c),
we analyze the effect of possible (for simplicity, identical)
finite Dirac masses M ¼ M0 of the particle and hole layers,
which lead to energy gaps 2jMj ≪ V in the dispersion
relation of each of the two QWs. The EC gap is clearly
reduced for positive M, while it is less sensitive to negative
M (it even slightly increases for small negative Dirac
masses).
In Fig. 3, we show the spectrum of a ribbon in the HTEC
phase (xz0) and in a trivial EC phase (yxy), respectively.
The topologically nontrivial EC exhibits fermionic helical
edge states which cross the EC gap. While, similar to a SC,
the single-particle energy gap is filled by a condensate (here
an EC which gives rise to transport effects relating to
superfluidity), the edge states do not have the nature of
Majorana modes as in a SC but are similar to those of an
ordinary QSH state. This phenomenology corroborates the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Ribbon spectra for a width of 20 sites in
the x direction and a lattice regularization with lattice constant
a ¼ 20 nm. Energies are measured in meV, momenta in units of
a−1 . Left: Topologically nontrivial order parameter τx σ z s0.
Spin-degenerate edge modes at opposite edges are marked in
red (cross zero energy). Right: Topologically trivial order parameter τy σ x sy where no edge states appear. A ¼ 275 meV nm,
B ¼ −1300 meV nm2 , D ¼ −730 meV nm2 , and M ¼ 0 in both
panels.

picture of a topological exciton condensate as a state of
matter in between a conventional topological insulator and
a superconductor.
Concluding remarks.—We investigated a critical bilayer
system of HgTe quantum wells in which an exciton
condensate gap was shown to arise from electrostatic
interlayer coupling. Most interestingly, we found stable
self-consistent order parameters corresponding to both a
topologically trivial and nontrivial time reversal symmetric
exciton condensate state. For experimentally relevant
microscopic parameters, the exciton condensate gap was
shown to reach about 1 meV, which makes our predictions
experimentally observable at low temperatures.
We would like to thank Stefan Juergens for interesting
discussions. J. C. B. acknowledges financial support from
the Swedish Research Council (VR). B. T. and P. M. are
financially supported by the DFG (FOR 1483 and SPP
1666) as well as the Helmholtz Foundation (VITI).
Note added.—While preparing the submission of this
manuscript, we became aware of a related work on the
interplay of exciton condensation and the quantum spin
Hall effect in InAs/GaSb bilayer structures [54].
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